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is both intricate and intriguing: it approaches the literary, 
but eschews the need to convey a complete narrative—just 
like the most beautiful or most unsettling dreams.

Together with Markus Schinwald, Magasin III curator  
Tessa Praun and her team have developed this unique exhi-
bition, marked as always by exciting challenges and unbri-
dled enthusiasm. Many thanks to them for all their work. 

David Neuman
Museum Director

Dieter, 2015
Previous spread: Portal, 2003

Dear Visitors,

For nearly 30 years, Magasin III has presented innovations 
from the national and international art world—and 2015 
is no exception. This year the exhibitions run along two 
parallel tracks. On the one, exhibitions with works from 
our collection that allow us to revisit themes from a fresh 
perspective together with newly produced work. wizz eye-
lashes, featuring Katharina Grosse, Sol LeWitt, and Walter 
De Maria is such an exhibition, and it will be followed by a 
new collection exhibition in the fall (see separate folders). 
On the other track, we have a comprehensive presentation 
of the Austrian artist Markus Schinwald.

In 2011, Markus Schinwald represented Austria at the 
prestigious Venice Biennial. The group of curators from 
Magasin III spent hours in the exhibition he had created. It 
left a spellbinding impression that stood out from most of 
what we saw that year. 

Some contemporary art has an unfortunate tendency to 
simply echo the prevailing media, always crying out for at-
tention. Markus Schinwald’s world is the antithesis of this 
approach. He asks us to open our senses and allow our-
selves to dream, but in a state of wakefulness. He renders 
accessible that which is unique, personal, and often exclu-
sively private. We are forced to accept that human beings 
are complex and that a darkness, a kind of repressed driv-
ing force, persists within us like cultural DNA. His imagery 
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AWKWARD ELEGANT LIMBS
by Tessa Praun, Curator

Through a wide range of interests that includes psychology, 
literature, film, to dance and the history of fashion, Markus 
Schinwald explores the idea of the human body as a cultur-
al construct. He is interested in how our attitudes towards 
our own bodies and others’ are determined, at least in part, 
by social rules and codes. He is fascinated by the possibili-
ties of bodily experience, but also by the conflicts—espe-
cially everyday nuisances such as shoes that pinch or hav-
ing a cold. For Schinwald, the body functions as a stage for 
our inner lives, full of desire, impulse, fear and inhibition. 
He describes his art as a sort of introspective experience 
that attempts to give shape to the complex relationship 
we have with ourselves. Sculptures of curved table legs, 
manipulated 19th-century portraits, marionettes, films 
without beginning or end, and illusory site-specific instal-
lations combine to create an idiosyncratic world in which 
we may discover further aspects of ourselves.

Body architecture and a sense of place 

In furniture and architectural details, Markus Schinwald 
often envisions human forms. His works blur the line be-
tween body and object: people, clothes, architecture, and 

Untitled (legs), 2013
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Orient, 2011 (film still)
Next spread: Actuator 6, 2015
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objects take on a psychological dimension as bodies suc-
cumb to objects and objects are freed from their intended 
purpose. One ongoing sculpture series consists of curved 
wooden legs from 19th-century tables that have been re-
joined to each other in new and unexpected ways. Taken 
out of context, the table legs lose their original function 
and can be seen as lithe athletes in graceful and sensual 
poses, or as insect-like creatures in close combat.

The film Orient (2011), included in the exhibition during 
the fall season, shows a man scaling a door. He places his 
feet on the handles and ledge and presses himself against 
the door panel as if to overpower it—or to merge with it 
and make himself invisible. Perhaps this is an expression 
of the desire to disappear, if only for a moment, when you 
feel awkward in a situation: evidence of the way your mind 
can take over your body and distance you from your sur-
roundings.

Schinwald’s films largely depict people in derelict environ-
ments, such as seemingly abandoned hotels, urban ruins, 
and futuristic rooms with no right angles. The formal ref-
erences to the 1960s and to a potential future are joined by 
a sense of timelessness and of mental spaces. The figures 
rarely interact; rather, they exist side by side while per-
forming different movements. The environments appear 
emotionally charged and marked by histories, whereas the 
people seem to perform tacit, recurring rituals in trance-
like synchrony.
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Dictio pii, 2001 (film stills)

Prostheses and draperies

Markus Schinwald buys 19th-century paintings, mostly 
portraits, from auction houses throughout Europe. A con-
servator restores the works and then applies, according to 
Schinwald’s instructions, additions that stylistically agree 
with the original. These additions, which Schinwald calls 
prostheses, are outlandish contraptions that at first glance 
resemble medical implements from a bygone era—at once 
beautiful, amusing and somewhat unpleasant. He sees 
them as “devices that fulfill an unknown purpose.” The 
subjects of the original paintings are often portrayed with 
solemn, even expressionless faces. But Schinwald’s added 
prosthetic noses, gags, false eyebrows, and intricate metal 
supports and buckles destabilize these portraits and make 
them, strangely, more personal and accessible for modern 
viewers. Under his influence they seem to break out of the 
strict conventions of their time. The prostheses seem to 
reveal the inner lives of those portrayed, creating cracks in 
the serious surface, and disarmingly pushing the subjects 
beyond their familiar, expected selves. Schinwald does not 
consider his prostheses to be impositions—instead of per-
manent changes he sees them as temporary potentialities. 
Like wearing a pair of high heels, they are limiting but pri-
marily motivated by desire.

The film Dictio pii (2001), included in the exhibition during 
the spring, shows a man playing with a thin chain in his 
hands. In front of a mirror, he sets the ends of the chain in 
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Ben, 2015

the corners of his mouth and pulls the chain up and over his 
head. Having thus forced himself into a wide smile, he con-
tinues on his way through corridors and rooms. Elsewhere, 
a woman in white with white hair stands in a corner. Her 
left index finger is outstretched and secured in a metal con-
traption that grips her neck and shoulder. She is nearly as 
immobile as the floor lamp—except for the fact that she’s 
chainsmoking. The prostheses resurface, along with differ-
ent kinds of draperies and camouflage, in black-and-white 
portraits that Schinwald has created by scanning and ma-
nipulating lithographs. Clothes extend over shoulders into 
oversized collars, large swathes of fabric conceal entire 
heads, and hairstyles grow over faces. This is a remarkable 
collection of figures, both ghostly and utterly convincing in 
their otherwise proper poses.

Regardless of medium, Markus Schinwald provides his cast 
of characters with odd, funny, somewhat frightening, and 
simultaneously stylish paraphernalia that underscores or 
disassociates personality traits and gestures. He invites us 
to step outside of our comfort zones, to open ourselves up 
to the absurd, the unusual, and the uncertain. He allows us 
literally to take this step by placing a built-in cabinet, Por-
tal (2003), with two sets of doors, front and back, as a pas-
sage into the exhibition at Magasin III. There is something 
playful and magical about walking into a wardrobe and 
coming out on the other side into something unfamiliar—
a transition between our world and another. Or, a portal 
to another existence within our own reality—like Schin-
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Jubelhemd, 1997

wald’s take on the potential and the inadequacy of the hu-
man body, in the form of imaginative distortions, restricted 
movements, and absurd acts.

Clothing sculptures and awkward limbs

Schinwald has a background in, among other subjects, 
fashion and tailoring. He has worked with dancers and pro-
duced clothes, paraphernalia, and choreography for them. 
In a number of early works he concerned himself with 
clothing: its function as a second skin through which we 
can either reveal or conceal ourselves. His clothing sculp-
tures force the wearer into uncomfortable positions. Jubel-
hemd (1997), for example, consists of a white shirt with the 
arms sewn on upside-down, preventing the wearer from 
holding their arms at their sides. Instead, the arms must be 
raised in the air—a gesture that can mean either joy or sur-
render. Schinwald’s sculptures of deformed shoes are, in 
their simplicity, strong markers of his interest in the body’s 
inadequacy. Low Heels (1998) is a pair of high-heeled shoes 
with the heels removed; other works include a sole without 
the part that encloses the foot, a pair of pumps where the 
left shoe has a significant bend in the middle, and even a 
set of heels with only their accompanying straps. You don’t 
need to try these shoes on to know how uncomfortable, 
even impossible, they are. Absurd and humorous, they 
evince the uncertainty of our bodies—a common thread 
that runs through Schinwald’s body of work.
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became abysmal dancers, 
got a paradoxical anatomy 

and a moving charm. 

We are illiterates of perfection.
Following the curve of belief, 

we are only interested in the gesture of bending. 

We are just an outline. 

Scaffolded postures. 
Obscene geometry. 

Frozen irony. 

We are deranged. 

(Narration from the film Dictio pii, 2001)

Absurd acts and abstract words

The people in Schinwald’s films don’t talk—there is no 
spoken dialogue between them to move the action along. 
Instead, it is their clothes, shoes, prostheses, and gestures 
that speak to each other and to us. Even so, the films are 
filled with words: poetic sentence fragments uttered in 
voiceover, occasionally overlapping, falling out of sync, 
subsiding into meditative tones. They take us on a labyrin-
thine voyage of thoughts that emphasize the obscure, mys-
tical atmosphere in scenes set to ambient music.

We are the perfume of corridors
unfamiliarized with isolated activity.

Traitors of privacy.

We are utopian craftsmen,
skopophil diplomats,

pretty beggars,
not the product of poverty.
We don’t take from anyone.

We are pillared by mild sadness 
and polymorphic history. 

Eternally sceptical, but we believe. 

We are immortal volunteers, 
disband prompted paths of movement, 

extended our bodies, 
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Orient, 2011 (film still)
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In Markus Schinwald’s Gesamtkunstwerk, nothing is last-
ing or clear. Different layers and distortions overlap one 
another and disparate associations sweep by. Just when 
you think you begin to discern the connections, you are left 
in the dark anew—like a dream shifting between logic and 
absurdity. For me, his art is a place where body memories 
are triggered, and where even the unpleasant tends to se-
duce and entertain. The exhibition can be an opportunity to 
look at ourselves and each other with more openness and 
empathy. To my question of what he hopes to achieve with 
his art, Markus answered: 

“I want to entice visitors into something that fascinates 
them, and hope that they leave the exhibition a little less 

sure about the world around us.”

Raymond, 2014
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Exhibition sketch by Markus Schinwald
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in January 2015. These films are projected on custom- 
built walls that reconstruct certain details from the films. 
In each film, one person performs a series of seemingly 
meaningless actions and movements. They open and close 
doors, cabinets, and drawers; they climb, hide and mirror 
themselves. Each person relates in a distinct way to the 
walls and their openings. It evolves into a kind of choreo-
graphy that explores the possibilities and limitations of the 
human body. The installation at Magasin III also functions 
as a framework for a selection of other individual works by 
Schinwald: paintings, sculptures, mannequins, and objects 
formed from manipulated clothing and shoes. 

In May 2015, Stage Complex will expand with the help of 
a group of dancers from the Royal Swedish Ballet. Read 
more on page 32.

A mechanical ballet and Stage Complex 

In the large gallery on the upper level, walls have been built 
to conceal all of the distinctive Magasin III columns. At the 
center is a narrow corridor flanked by a series of openings. 
Along one side, the drawn theater curtains are covered in 
a motif composed of faces and figures taken from an older 
woodcut, creating a dense crowd (Curtain, 2006). In niches 
on the opposite side, machine parts and sculptures spin in 
tireless motion (Actuator 1–6, 2015). Gears rotate to move 
a sculpture up and down. A rolling pin causes two curved 
pieces of wood to incessantly brush past one another. 
Some of Schinwald’s sculptures with wooden table legs 
are secured to rods that move around their own axes. The 
sculptures drape and stretch like well-toned, limber danc-
ers striking sensual and demanding poses. 

Here, the machine aesthetic of Modernism mixes with the 
grace of classical forms. The elements in each niche have 
their own individual pattern of movement, and together 
they create an idiosyncratic choreography—a kind of me-
chanical ballet. In assembling these separate components, 
Schinwald invites us to experience the spectacle in what-
ever order we choose.

Stage Complex (2015) is a new work that Markus Schinwald 
has created specifically for Magasin III. It is related to a series 
of earlier performance pieces (Stage Matrix). The installa-
tion includes six new films recorded in his studio in Vienna 
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Stage Complex, 2015 (video stills)
Next spread: Curtain, 2006





Biography

Markus Schinwald was born in 1973 in Salzburg, Austria. 
He lives and works in Vienna and New York.
 In the fall of 2014, Schinwald’s work was shown in solo 
exhibitions at the CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary 
Arts in San Francisco, jointly organized with SFMOMA, 
and at the M – Museum Leuven in Belgium. He represent-
ed Austria in the 54th Venice Biennale in 2011. His recent 
shows include major solo exhibitions at CAPC musée d’art 
contemporain de Bordeaux  (2013), Lentos Museum, Linz 
(2011),  Kunstverein Hannover (2011), Kunsthaus Bregenz   
(2009), Kunsthalle Budapest (2009), and Migros Muse-
um,  Zürich (2008). One of Schinwald’s video works was 
shown in Moderna Museet Projekt, Stockholm, in the sum-
mer of 2001. Ten years later he participated in the exhi-
bition Scenväxlingar at Bonniers Konsthall in Stockholm 
(2010/2011). 
 His works are held in the collections of museums such 
as Tate Modern, London; Museée d’Art Moderne, Paris; 
Maison Européenne de la Photographie, Paris; MUSAC – 
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla y León; Kunst- 
haus Zürich; Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst,  
Zürich; MUMOK – Museum Moderner Kunst, Vienna;  
Museum der Moderne, Salzburg; Museum Belvedere,  
Vienna; Kunsthaus Bregenz; Lentos Kunstmuseum, Linz. 
 He is represented by Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, Paris-
Salzburg, and Giò Marconi, Milan.
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Exhibited works

Portal, 2003
2 wardrobes, each 180 x 130 x 40 cm 

Courtesy the artist

Pigment prints, individual titles
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, each 140 x 100 cm 

Courtesy the artist; Thaddaeus Ropac, Paris/Salzburg; Giò Marconi, Milan; 
and private collections

Curtain, 2006
Printed fabric, dimensions variable

Courtesy the artist

Actuator 1–6, 2015 
Mixed media, dimensions variable

Courtesy the artist

Dictio pii, 2001 
Film, 35 mm, 16:09 min. loop

Starring: Georgina Mourelatos, Oleg Soulimenko, 
Manfred Tuma, Rose Wittmann, Georg Zillner, Joseph Zöhrer

Courtesy the artist
On view spring 2015

Orient, 2011
Two-channel HD video, each 09:00 min. loop
Starring: William Cohn, Pavel El Hamalawi, 

Martha Laschkolnig, Rudi Salomon, Marie Weil
Courtesy Giò Marconi, Milan

On view autumn 2015

Stage Complex, 2015
6 video projections, custom-built walls, mirrors, 

sculptures, paintings, mannequins
Dimensions variable

Starring: Virginia Dellenbaugh, Julien Diehn, Alix Eynaudi, 
Jack Hauser, Thomas Kasebacher, Robert Steijn

Courtesy the artist
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Several of these modern dancers have been engaged to 
work with Markus Schinwald during the spring of 2015. 
The artist has created a comprehensive new installation, 
Stage Complex (2015) (page 24), that fills the entire lower 
floor at Magasin III. During the course of the exhibition, 
the work will be expanded upon with an addition developed 
specifically for and with dancers from the Royal Swedish 
Ballet. According to Schinwald’s instructions, the danc-
ers will execute a choreography that explores the physical 
possibilities of the installation in various ways, through the 
operation and mastery of its form and content. Schinwald’s 
practice includes a strong interest in dance and in the phys-
ical exploration of our built environment, and this has pro-
vided a key access point for this collaboration. Here, two 
art forms step outside of their familiar bounds and meet in 
a new context based on unique premises.

For more information: www.magasin3.com
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May 21–23, 2015
Markus Schinwald and the Royal Swedish Ballet

We are very pleased to be able to present a unique col-
laboration with the Royal Swedish Ballet, to take place 
at Magasin III in May 2015 as a component of the Markus 
Schinwald exhibition.

The Royal Swedish Ballet was established in 1773 and is 
one of the world’s oldest dance companies. Under the lead-
ership of ballet director Johannes Öhman, the company 
has expanded to include some of the foremost modern 
dancers of today, and is characterized by a strong reper-
toire of classical ballet and a contemporary edge which has 
led to great artistic success and international demand. The 
collaboration with Magasin III is a further step in the real-
ization of Johannes Öhman’s wish to explore the potential 
of artistic processes.

32
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LIMITED EDITION BY PIPILOTTI RIST

Sign up for membership at the Magasin III ticket desk and 
receive a limited edition work by Pipilotti Rist, designed 
exclusively for members of the III Art Club. It is a screen 
wipe with a film still specially selected by Pipilotti Rist 
from Gravity, Be My Friend, an installation she created 
for Magasin III in 2007. The edition cannot be purchased 
separately and is attainable only by signing up for a new 
membership. 

The founding of III Art Club marks a shift from regular 
program activities to a program for club members. 

Read more: www.magasin3.com/en/artclub

Limited edition by Pipilotti Rist, 
2014. Photo: Pål Allan

Get even closer. Join III Art Club!
 As a member of the III Art Club you will come closer to 
contemporary art and some of the most exciting artists of 
our time. We hope to foster unique experiences, challeng-
ing content, and genuine encounters. 
 Each month you will receive a newsletter with invita-
tions to upcoming programs and up-to-date information 
about Magasin III. Our international network also provides 
III Art Club members with admission to a select number of 
art institutions around the world. 
 Membership costs SEK 250 per year (SEK 200 per year 
for students and seniors). It is valid for one year from the 
month you become a member and can be purchased at the 
Magasin III ticket desk. 

III Art Club member benefits include: 
* Free admission to Magasin III. 
* Invitations to exclusive members-only events: artist 
 talks, guided tours, lectures and parties. 
* Invitations to Magasin III openings.
* Monthly newsletter with invitations to member events 
 and the latest news from Magasin III. 
* Free entrance to Palais de Tokyo in Paris, France.
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OPENING HOURS & ADMISSION

Thu 11am–7pm, Fri–Sun 11am–5pm during the season.
Admission: 80/60 SEK. Under 20 years of age: Free admission.

III Art Club Membership: 250/200 SEK (includes 1 year free entry).

PROGRAMS & RESOURCES

Guided tours every Saturday during the exhibition season. Our refe-
rence library contains literature with a focus on current and previous 

exhibitions, and artists in the collection. Please visit our website.

III Art Club

Join III Art Club to take part in our special events, talks and tours. 
Get free entry to Magasin III and Palais de Tokyo, Paris. 

250/200 SEK (1 year).

ADDRESS & CONTACT

Magasin III Museum & Foundation for Contemporary Art
Frihamnsgatan 28, Frihamnen, 115 56 Stockholm

Tel +46-8-545 680 40, www.magasin3.com
Bus 1 or 76 to Frihamnen


